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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM
Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

RUN No. 2304 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2304 “Bugsy’s Last Day of Peace Run”
The middle of summer 28oc tradition has it LH3 must set bush runs in summer will Bugsy uphold the tradition?
ON ON Calls Bugsy the only instructions are all False Trails go back to the check and don’t climb the high ring
lock fence. Two arrows on Havelock lead the pack into the new bush subdivision where the blocks start at
$200000. A bit out of the reach of the average Hasher. The trail crosses Hardwicke St into the Outram St dog
exercise parka couple of late cumers Derbs and Sparra join the pack and lead the way as the trail circles around
the park before exiting on the bush tracks leading towards Duck Reach. Two good loops on the well-trodden
trails beneath the she oaks takes the pack to the first check on the main Duck Reach trail. Goblet arrives at the
check slipping on the she oak needles ending lying upside down he did not see the amusement the Hashers did.
Picking himself up he hears Derbs calling ON ON. The trail is now following the Western suburbs fitness trail
that winds its way down the side of the Cataract Gorge in a westerly direction. The trail leads to another check
as the trail reaches the Hydro Pylons that take the power from the Trevally Power station to the grid. Electric
Eric is sucked in with a false trail taking him further west. Rickshaw the G.M has checked up hill and is calling
ON ON as he stumbles upon the correct trail. A very steep descent to the top does not slow down the front runners Derbs and Sparra who are the first to arrive at the 9 foot high ring lock fence and promptly scale it to follow the train only to re-climb it 20 metres further along as the trail was blocked by a thick covering of gorse
bush. The trail follows along the fence line for 100 meters to the ON Home sign A 100 meter jog and we are
back onto Havelock St within a stone’s throw of Bugsy’s. All agree a well set summer run keeping up the tradition of all summer runs must be in the bush. The only dissenting Hasher was Abba who said it was a reverse run
of the one Bugsy set back in 2002.

ON ON:
The tradition fire pot is in place as is the beer
trailer, Bugsy has miscalculated on the
amount of ice required and is promptly dispatched to Woollies for another two bags.
With the beer pouring to perfection and the
fire pot ablaze Bugsy is dispatched again this
time to the airport he has forgotten to pick
up Magpie who is returning from Brisbane.
The ON Downs and raffle is over by the time
Bugsy return with Magpie. A late skull is
called for the Hare Bugsy. The barby is well
underway by this time. The keg expires about
11:30 which sees the few remaining Riverside Hashers hit the road. Dipstick sold his
New Zealand $5.00 note to the accountant
Slomo. Not often one can fleece an accountant.

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle
Dip Stick: New Zealand $5.00 note.
Bendover: Porn DVD
Hash Pash: Tin campers fly spray.
Sparra: 6 pack Boags

On Downs:
How does one rescue a dog from under the kids cubby house? Apparently you cut an ever increasing diameter hole in the floor with a chainsaw. Up you get Slomo.
Two Hashers returned from tonight’s run covered in blood from mishaps up you get Rickshaw and Boong
who nominates Hash Pash as a proxy.
The last to skull is Bugsy the Hare.

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 23rd January 88 Devon Hills Rd. Devon Hills Hare: Dunnoim
Tuesday 30th January Swan Bay Hare: Electric Eric
6th February Riverside Tennis centre Hare: Sheila

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 25th January 67 Havelock St Summerhill
Hare : Magpie
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
They tell me you
are off overseas
again Slomo

Sure am off to
New Zealand
this time

I hear you
ripped off
our accountant Slomo
Sure did sold
him a $5.00
New Zealand
note for a
$5.00 Australian note

